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A corrigendum on

Institutional presence: toward a further developed Community of

Inquiry model integrating institutional functions in online and blended

learning environment

by Zhang, W., and Zhu, C. (2023). Front. Psychol. 14:1132204. doi: 10.3389/fpsyg.2023.1132204

In the published article, there was an error in the Funding statement as published. The

Funding statement included funding that should have been excluded, and excluded funding

which should have been included. The correct Funding statement appears below.

Funding

This paper was financed by the Humanities and Social Sciences Foundation Project of

theMinistry of Education of the People’s Republic of China “Research on the Reconstruction

and Practice of Community of Inquiry Model in Blended Learning” (20YJC880123); Beijing

Social Sciences Planning Project of Beijing Municipal Education Commission “Comparative

Study on the Effectiveness of Online Learning and Traditional Learning in Municipal

Universities” (SM202110005009); The Decision Consultation Project of the Beijing Social

Sciences Foundation “Evaluation and Countermeasure Research for the Effectiveness of

Engineering Blended Learning in Municipal Universities” (22JCC120).

The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific

conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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